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MY GOALS


Did you know there is an Ulster University
Student’s Union app? Most people haven’t.
STUDENT
THAT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH.
ELECTION
Students have the right to hear more
2018
about their Student Union and issues that
affect us. I aspire to make a two-way
conversation between the Union and its
students so that UUSU can provide facilities
that students will benefit from and the students will be kept up-to-date
on what is offered.



Ever feel like you are talking to a brick wall when you are trying to get in
contact with your lecturers or supervisors? THAT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH.
The cliché of learning from our mistakes is true, however how can we
learn if feedback is given a month too late? I want to improve the
communication channel which students and their lecturers have so that it
is streamline and fast-reacting.



Can you think of a time when you felt like you were not heard? When the
criticisms you share with your class mates have been voiced but fall on
deaf ears? Even the feedback your student representative gave at
meetings has not been taken seriously? THAT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH.
We all have opinions and ideas on how to better our university, so all
suggestions should be given respect. I desire the Student’s Union to be
identified as the helping-hands to get your ideas pushed in the right
direction.



And did you ever think to yourself; will I be affected when the new Belfast
Campus is built? There have been so many rumours and gossip spread
across all campus due to the confusion and lack of information that
students receive on the matter. THAT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH.
I aim to bridge that gap between what happens higher up in the university
and with students so that they are not kept in the dark about things we
should know.

My name is Nicole Service and I am a final year Communication
Management and Public Relations student in the Jordonstown Campus.
I am a laid back, creative nerd who has the qualities of a great Vice
President: confident, dependable and honest.
It never occurred to me to run for student election until this year but
oddly, in my busiest year I took a real interest in participating in other
endeavors to add to my university life span. I am currently a student
representative, a student advisor and I have also written a few pieces
on the Ulster Student PR blog.
So why do I want to become our next Vice President of Campaigns
and Communication?
Well, to be honest I never gave much attention to the Student’s Union
until I was in second year-when I started to eat my lunch there. It was
always there on the mall but never really took much attention to it.
This is not how I want students to view the Ulster University Student’s
Union.
It should be seen as a place where yes, you can relax and eat your £1
chips but also, it should be recognised as a haven where you can find
support; known by all, to be the spot where you can find a happy-tolisten set of ears for your queries to be heard and acknowledged as
well as proven to be the hotspot for finding full listings of clubs,
societies and events that are held so that you don’t need to wait until
freshers or refreshers just to find out what is available to you.
Through hard work and dedication, I feel this is obtainable and I hope
you believe that I am capable of accomplishing the task.

Service to be proud of

